THE SIX-MONTH
SELF-FINANCING
COLLECTION (OF MONEY)
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The self-financing is on 21st J
une and the 21st December of e
ver
yy
ear
.
June
ever
very
year
ear.
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The collection (of money) of Humanist
Movement is divided as follows:

25% World-wide Fund
-

The Humanist Movement is
self-financing by means of a
personal contribution of its
members.
Italy
Senegal

World-wide meetings;
To finance international projects for
example: News Agencies,
International Campaigns of Human
Support, Centres of Cultures, Tv, Radio etc…

This contribution is calculated as the 1/8 of
the medium salary of the country where
people live. For this reason the amount is not
General Delegates
the same in the different countries, but it’ s
25% Fund
In each
different from country to
structure
Team Delegates participants country and corresponding
25% Funds
exactly to the same human
decide the
effort. In this way it’s
Group Delegates destination of
possible to get the
25% Fund
the funds:
necessary resources to
carry on our projects

It’s possible to use funds for materials, communications,
constructions of equipment , missions, to open new premises of the
Humanist Movement, etc…
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By this Fund each level self–finances the
development of its activities, of its
communications, etc according to its own
Senegal
six-month calendar. The six-month
The collection
contribution is a private contribution, each
(of money)
person pay with his money the collection
is
one
of the minimum
(of money). A person can decide to realise
“settlement” to be a member of
with other people activities to rise the
the human structure
collections (of money). When we say that
of the Movement.
the collection is private we mean that if a
For this reason the
person decide to do a particular activity
collection
(of money)
with other people to rise the collections,
is personal.
each person has to give his personal
supply to pick-up his part

20Mexico
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Not accepting any money from
institutions, government, firms etc
we guarantee our ideological and
action independence.

Italy

Mexico
Info:

